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Degrees Offered
The Department of Curriculum and Instruction in the School of Education offers the Bachelor of Arts in Education (B.A.E.) undergraduate degree with emphases in special education, elementary education (special education endorsement) and in secondary education, as well as graduate degrees with emphases in elementary, secondary, literacy education and special education. The Department of Leadership and Counselor Education offers graduate degrees in educational leadership, counselor education, and higher education.

School of Education
Higher Education
• Ed.D. in Education
  › Emphasis - Higher Education
• M.A. in Higher Educ/Student Personnel
  › Emphasis - Higher Education
  › Emphasis - Higher Education Online
• Ph.D. in Higher Education

Leadership & Counselor Education
• Certificate in Program Evaluation
• Ed.D. in Education
  › Emphasis - Education Leadership (K-12)
• Ed.S. in Counselor Education
  › Emphasis - Play Therapy
• Ed.S. in Educational Leadership
• M.Ed. in Counselor Education
  › Emphasis - Clinical Mental Health Couns
  › Emphasis - College Counseling
  › Emphasis - School Counseling
• M.Ed. in Educational Leadership
• Ph.D in Education
  › Emphasis - Education Leadership (K-12)
• Ph.D. in Counselor Education

Teacher Education
• B.A.Ed. in Elementary Education
  › Concentration - Computers
  › Concentration - English
  › Concentration - Fine Arts
  › Concentration - Math
  › Concentration - Modern/Ancient Languages
  › Concentration - Science
  › Concentration - Social Studies
• B.A. Ed. in English Education
• B.A.Ed. in Mathematics Education
• B.A.Ed. in Science Education
  › Emphasis - Biology
  › Emphasis - Chemistry
  › Emphasis - Physics
• B.A.Ed. in Social Studies Education
- B.A.Ed. in Special Education
- Cert in Emotional Disability Special Edu
- Certificate in Gifted Education
- Ed.D. in Education
  - Emphasis - Elementary Education
    - Specialization - Language Arts/Reading
    - Specialization - Math/Science
  - Emphasis - Secondary Mathematics
- Ed.S. in Curriculum and Instruction
  - Emphasis - Elementary Education
    - Specialization - Language Arts/Reading
    - Specialization - Math/Science
  - Emphasis - Secondary Education
    - Specialization - English
    - Specialization - Math
    - Specialization - Science/Biology
    - Specialization - Science/Chemistry
    - Specialization - Science/Physics
    - Specialization - Social Studies
  - Emphasis - Special Education
- M.A.T. in Teaching
  - Emphasis - Professional Practice
  - Emphasis - Teacher Corps
    - Specialization - English
    - Specialization - Math
    - Specialization - Science/Biology
    - Specialization - Science/Chemistry
    - Specialization - Science/Physics
    - Specialization - Social Studies
- M.Ed. in Curriculum and Instruction
  - Emphasis - Elementary Education
    - Specialization - Language Arts/Reading
    - Specialization - Science/Mathematics
  - Emphasis - Secondary Education
    - Specialization - Biology
    - Specialization - Chemistry
    - Specialization - English
    - Specialization - Math
    - Specialization - Physics
    - Specialization - Social Studies
  - Emphasis - Special Education
  - Emphasis - Special Education Online
- M.Ed. in Early Childhood Education
- M.Ed. in Literacy Education
  - Emphasis - Literacy Education
- Ph.D in Education
  - Emphasis - Secondary Education
    - Specialization - English
    - Specialization - Math
    - Specialization - Science/Biology
    - Specialization - Science/Chemistry
    - Specialization - Science/Physics
    - Specialization - Social Studies
  - Emphasis - Special Education